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These are the top two "STOP" items summarized from the group posters

9/14/17 Consensus Results from Listen & Learn Tour #1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Stop one size fits all instruction
Stop doing things we always did just because we always did them
Stop overwhelming kids with homework
Stop imposing political correct agenda on community and our kids
Stop overcrowding classrooms
Stop not communicating and wasting time and disrespecting adults, teachers and students
Stop bussing students and making patchwork school boundaries
Stop allowing expectations to be lowered
Stop putting too many Burmese in one class
Stop racism and bullying in the classrooms
Stop excessive focus on STAAR and frequency of benchmarks
Stop keeping ineffective staff at all level
Stop calling it Central Office to Support Center Office
Stop waiting a long time for translator
Stop putting all kids in the same box
Stop segregating the top 1% of the student population
Stop letting weeds grow and grow
Stop pulling kids out of instruction (discipline)
Stop comparing grades to other students
Stop utilizing tranditional models that don't work
Stop barriers to special services for students

9/21/17 Consensus Results from Listen & Learn Tour #2 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Stop allowing discipline disruptions
Stop citing policy and rules over common sense
Stop placing a focus only on college degrees (Need training for students who can explore physical/technical)
Stop retaining teachers who don't want to or shouldn't be teaching
Stop unhealthy food options
Stop doing things that aren't working
Stop excuses, blaming others and placing all blame on teachers for lack of success
Stop being happy with the minimum and accepting mediocrity from students, teachers & staff

10/12/17 Consensus Results from Listen & Learn Tour #3 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Stop lowering expectations for challenging students
Stop the heavy emphasis on testing which causes anxiety
Stop singling out students in front of others (profilingi)
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Stop bussing kids away from their neighborhood schools
Stop the cookie cutter industrial model of education
Stop making excuses and having fixed mindsets about kids
Stop misaligned inconsistent curriculum
Stop racism
Stop moving principals so frequently
Stop not letting kids eat when they don't have lunch money
Stop finger pointing and laying blame on others (just do it)
Stop letting principals sit in their offices or be off-campus

10/19/17 Consensus Results from Listen & Learn Tour #4 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Stop resisting change and making excuses for adult convenience.
Stop only focusing on the test, teaching to the test and overtesting students
Stop one size fits all attitude
Stop excessive homework or having homework just to have it
Stop overcrowding and large class sizes
Stop being close-minded to non-school issues students face and having preconceived notions about kids
Stop the loss of excellent teachers to other districts, private schools or other professions
Stop communicating with parents in a way they don't receive it (not all parents have smartphones)
Stop passing students that are not ready
Stop paying support staff below average pay
Stop killing trees and use more electronic data
Stop discipline methods that are not correcting behavior (i.e., yelling and other outdated methods)
Stop implementing new curriculum or programs so often
Stop turning off air conditioner in the summer while support personnel are on campuses

10/26/17 Consensus Results from Listen & Learn Tour #5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Stop so many teacher meetings, extra paperwork and mandates in turn creating tired teachers
Stop the bullying
Stop tolerating bad behavior, disrespect of students by teachers and teachers by students
Stop labeling, grouping, profiling and criminalizing students 
Stop outdated teaching and learning methods
Stop letting kids get away with not doing work, passing without actually learning and making excuses
Stop purchasing subpar bilingual materials
Stop so much homework and academic pressure
Stop large classroom numbers
Stop leaving parts of the schools unsecure and protect our schools from drugs, guns or other weapons
Stop referring students into special education because of behavior
Stop the "death sentence" for athletes (consequences that permanently remove them)
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Stop testing so often and teaching to the test
Stop professional development that does not apply (district and education service center)
Stop having teachers that don't take ownership of the children
Stop bussing kids from one end of town to the other
Stop having the same daily routine in classes, bad/old teaching practices or only one way of teaching
Stop Gifted/Talented Campus (kids need each other)
Stop making a big deal about tardy policy
Stop having ineffective substitutes
Stop avoiding communicating with parents


